Introduction {#sec1}
============

High-frequency ultrasound is an increasingly used tool for life science applications, particularly in preclinical imaging. Protocols have long existed for validating ultrasound measurements for clinical scanners ([@bib9]), and recent work has addressed higher-frequency systems ([@bib17]). With increased frequency come further challenges to quality assurance, such as the decrease in penetration depth and issues related to transducer design ([@bib7; @bib31]), and as such, systems suitable for conventional low-frequency clinical ultrasound may not be appro-priate for preclinical investigations. Therefore, novel materials and methodologies are required specific to high-frequency ultrasound (e.g., [@bib4; @bib32]).

Tissue-mimicking materials (TMMs) are designed to act as a substitute for soft tissue, with approximately equivalent values for speed of sound and acoustic attenuation ([@bib11; @bib9]). The advantage of TMMs is that they can be manufactured in a controlled manner with well-characterized, highly reproducible and uniform acoustic properties. As such they are extensively used in ultrasound quality control, for example, in imaging where they can be embedded or molded into structures for imaging phantoms ([@bib6; @bib12; @bib17; @bib29]) or for use in Doppler phantoms ([@bib10; @bib21; @bib22; @bib24; @bib32]).

The acoustic properties of many TMMs have been investigated previously ([@bib2; @bib3; @bib12; @bib14; @bib15]), with increasing interest in the high-frequency region above 25 MHz ([@bib4; @bib23; @bib25]). Detailed knowledge of these properties is required to ensure the consistency of measurements carried out between different systems and to ensure that further uncertainties are not introduced, such as artifacts from a speed of sound mismatch. As high-frequency ultrasound becomes more prevalent, there will be a growing need for appropriate tissue-mimicking materials to be characterized for use in phantoms.

The IEC developed an agar-based TMM ([@bib11; @bib27]), which has subsequently become widely used in clinical test objects and has recently been acoustically characterized at high frequencies to assess its suitability for preclinical applications ([@bib25]). However, the structural integrity of this TMM has been found to be a limiting factor in the design of wall-less flow phantoms for clinical use, as rupturing occurs at points of high pressure ([@bib16]). We have found this to also be the case for a wall-less flow phantom designed to replicate preclinical applications, where the phantom was modeling a rat artery at a 2-mm depth. The IEC agar-based TMM would rupture because of the pressure when blood-mimicking fluid was passed through at biologically equivalent flow velocities (20--80 cm s^−1^). Therefore, an alternative TMM is required for wall-less preclinical flow phantoms.

A physically stronger TMM based on konjac--carrageenan (KC-TMM) has been reported by [@bib16]. The KC-TMM was able to withstand physiologic pressures at which the agar-TMM would fail and, as such, is potentially more suitable for the development of wall-less flow phantoms for preclinical use. The acoustic properties were briefly reported, but only at a frequency of 5 MHz. The aim of the present study was to investigate the speed of sound and attenuation of the KC-TMM over the frequency range 5--60 MHz, thereby covering frequencies used by commercial preclinical scanners.

Methods {#sec2}
=======

The attenuation and speed of sound in the KC-TMM was determined using different methods at two facilities. The first employed a broadband reflection substitution technique using a Vevo 770 preclinical ultrasound scanner (FUJIFILM VisualSonics Inc., Toronto, ON, Canada) at the University of Edinburgh preclinical imaging facility. The second system employed was a dedicated high-frequency characterization facility, developed at the Acoustics Group of the National Physical Laboratory (NPL, Teddington, UK) and founded on a through-transmission substitution technique. In our methods, we use the generic term *attenuation* with the knowledge that this is a combination of absorption and backscatter.

Manufacture of the KC-TMM test cells {#sec2.1}
------------------------------------

The components of the KC-TMM and their percentages by weight are given in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. KC-TMM was prepared according to the recipe described by [@bib16]. Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) cylinder rings with an inner diameter of 4.8 cm and a thickness of 2.00 ± 0.02 or 4.00 ± 0.02 mm (mean ± standard deviation of five micrometer measurements) acted as molds for the TMM. (Note that the thickness of the TMM is calculated independently of the PVC rings, as described below.) A taut layer of ∼18-μm-thick Saran wrap (SC Johnson, Racine, WI, USA) was glued to the lower surface of the PVC ring with Araldite Rapid (Huntsman Advanced Materials, Basel, Switzerland). With the Saran wrap-covered side resting on a flat sheet of rigid Perspex, the molten TMM was poured into the PVC ring and carefully (to prevent the introduction of air bubbles) pressed flat with a second weighted sheet of Perspex. Once the TMM had cooled and congealed, the upper Perspex sheet was removed, and a small volume (∼0.2 mL) of 10% glycerol solution was applied with a syringe and spread over the KC-TMM before sealing with a glued layer of Saran wrap on the upper surface of the PVC ring. The glycerol solution was used to provide good acoustic coupling between the sample and the Saran wrap. On visual inspection, there was no significant contraction of the TMM during cooling. Sealing the cells in Saran wrap prevented the water from the measurement tank from coming into contact with the KC-TMM and changing its composition. An example test cell is illustrated in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

Eight test cells (four of each thickness) were measured at the two facilities. The NPL facility used the different thicknesses to correct for the transmission loss occurring at the water--Saran--TMM and TMM--Saran--water interfaces of the test cell ([@bib35]). For the Vevo 770 measurements, a 2-mm-thick water test cell, filled with degassed distilled water in place of the KC-TMM, was used to correct for the Saran wrap. The differences between the interfacial transmission losses for water--Saran--water and water--Saran--TMM were calculated and corrected according to the impedance mismatches of the materials. The frequency-dependent transmission loss of the membrane material was calculated using the transmission model equation described in [@bib28] and employed the following physical properties of Saran wrap (low-density polyethylene): speed of sound = 2100 ms^−1^; density = 925 kg m^−3^. The maximum difference in transmission loss for water-Saran-water and water-Saran-TMM was 0.42 dB at 33 MHz, dropping to 0.06 dB at 10 MHz and 0.01 dB at 60 MHz.

Acoustic measurements using Vevo preclinical ultrasound scanner {#sec2.2}
---------------------------------------------------------------

The Vevo 770 measurements involved a broadband reflection substitution technique ([@bib1; @bib25]). Four different single-element transducers were used; details of the 3-dB beam widths and focal depths are provided in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. The time delays and magnitudes of the received sound pulses through the KC-TMM sample were compared with those through only water. The effects of the Saran wrap windows were accounted for by comparing the signals with those through the water-filled test cell.

[Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the experimental setup. A polished polymethylpentene (TPX) reflector (Boedeker Plastics, Shiner, TX, USA) was placed at the bottom of a water tank filled with distilled water, which acted as a reference reflector. The transducers were positioned at a distance from the TPX reflector equal to their focal length ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}) to obtain the maximum reference signal. The TMM test cell was placed in the water bath between the transducer and the TPX reflector. The scanner was set to a power output of 10% as a compromise between reducing the generation of non-linear effects and obtaining an adequate signal magnitude ([@bib25]). Temperature was monitored using a physiologic monitoring unit (VisualSonics); all measurements were carried out at 22 ± 1°C.

Measurements with the Vevo scanner were obtained in radiofrequency (RF) mode. 10 lines of RF data were recorded at four independent locations on each test cell. As it was not possible to capture the RF data from the entire image, a region of interest was selected for each of the echoes corresponding to each surface to be measured before acquiring the data. The RF data were downloaded, and calculations were performed using MATLAB 2012b (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).

Speed of sound {#sec2.3}
--------------

The speed of sound, *V*~tmm~, was derived from the return times of the peak amplitude of the reflections obtained from the front and rear faces of the test cell and the TPX reflector:$$V_{\text{tmm}} = \left( {1 + \frac{T_{\text{wr}}-T_{3}}{T_{2}-T_{1}+T_{\text{wr}}-T_{\text{r}}}} \right)V_{water}$$

(for the full derivation, see Sun 2012). The thickness, *d*~tmm~, of the TMM sample was then determined by the time-of-flight method described in [@bib13], given by the equation.$$d_{tmm}=V_{tmm}\times\left\lbrack {T_{1} - T_{2} - \left( {T_{r} - T_{wr}} \right)} \right\rbrack$$where time intervals between the transducer and a given surface are: *T*~1~, the upper layer of Saran wrap; *T*~2~, the lower layer of Saran wrap through the test cell; *T*~3~, the TPX reflector through the test cell; *T*~wr~, the TPX reflector through the water-filled cell; *T*~r~ the TPX reflector through water only. *V*~water~ is the speed of sound in water, at the corresponding recorded temperature ([@bib5]).

Measurement of attenuation {#sec2.4}
--------------------------

Attenuation was calculated by measuring the frequency-dependent (*f*) change in amplitude of the ultrasound waveform between the through-water setup with the water-filled test cell in place, *A*~0~(*f*), and with the TMM test cell in place, *A*~tmm~(*f*). The attenuation coefficient, α (dB cm^−1^), is then defined as.$$\alpha\left( f \right) = \frac{20}{2d_{tmm}}\log\frac{A_{0}\left( f \right)}{A_{tmm}\left( f \right)} + \alpha_{w}$$where *d*~tmm~ is the sample thickness (in cm). A correction (α~w~) was applied to account for the attenuation caused by water through the sample thickness by fitting a seventh-order polynomial to the data that appear in [@bib19].

Acoustic measurements using the NPL system {#sec2.5}
------------------------------------------

The NPL material characterization facility implements a broadband through-transmission substitution technique to determine the attenuation and speed of sound ([@bib33; @bib35]). A fuller description of the technique and the uncertainties may be found in [@bib20]. The experimental setup is outlined in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}: briefly, a transmitting transducer, the test cell and a receiving transducer were mounted in a test tank filled with de-ionized water. The properties of the test material were calculated relative to values previously established for such distilled, deionized water ([@bib35]). Each measurement set for acoustic characterization of a sample required the acquisition of two acoustic pulses: through-water transmission ("reference" measurement, with sample absent) and through sample, in combination with the measured thickness. Acoustic reflections, monitored by the pulse-echo response of the transmitter originating from the test sample\'s front and rear surfaces, were used to ensure that the test samples were aligned orthogonally on the transducer axis.

Measurements were carried out with different pairs of transducers to cover high and low ultrasonic frequencies. For the high-frequency measurements, two nominally identical 50-MHz-centered transducers (V358, Olympus NDT, Waltham, MA, USA) acted as transmitter and receiver. For the low-frequency measurements, these were substituted with two transducers centered at 15 MHz (V313, Olympus NDT). In each case, the transmitter and receiver were secured in independent micropositioning mounts with five degrees of freedom (x-, y- and z-axis translation, rotation and tilt), and aligned coaxially along the near-far mechanical axis of the water tank. A default transmitter--receiver separation yielding a 25-μs water path delay was employed, balancing constraints of acceptable signal-to-noise ratio and easy access to the test sample mount.

Test samples were to be mounted perpendicular to the transmitter--receiver acoustic axis, on a Newport 605-4 Series Gimbal Optic Mount (Newport Spectra-Physics Ltd, Didcot, UK) installed at the center of the tank, roughly halfway between the transducers. The gimbal mount allowed independent tilt and rotation of the sample to optimize acoustic reflections from the sample surfaces ([@bib20]).

An Olympus 5073 PR pulser--receiver (Olympus NDT, Waltham, MA, USA) controlled the transmitting and receiving signals. Waveforms were acquired and analyzed by software developed at NPL using LabVIEW (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). Waveforms were acquired using a DPO 7254 oscilloscope (Tektronix UK Ltd, Bracknell, UK).

Water temperature was monitored with a UKAS-calibrated IP39 C spirit-in-glass thermometer (G H Zeal, London, UK) placed in the water bath. The water temperature was 21.3 ± 0.1°C for all measurements.

Four independent measurement sets were completed for each sample of KC-TMM, with the sample removed from the tank between sets.

Measurement of speed of sound {#sec2.6}
-----------------------------

Phase velocity in a given KC-TMM (*V*~tmm~) sample was calculated using the equation.$$\frac{1}{V_{tmm}\left( f \right)} = \frac{\varnothing_{tmm}\left( f \right) - \varnothing_{water}\left( f \right) + 2\pi f\left( {t_{tmm} - t_{saran}} \right)}{2\pi fd_{tmm}} + \frac{1}{V_{water}}$$(Ø~tmm~ − Ø~tmm~) is the phase difference obtained by aligning each pulse within its sampling window by shifting the peak positive voltage of the signal to the center of the sampling window and this phase difference is then unwrapped using traditional discontinuity algorithm; *t*~tmm~ is the time difference between the peaks of the through-sample and through-water pulses within the sampling window; *t*~saran~ is the time delay introduced by the Saran film, calculated using measured thickness and assuming a velocity of 2100 m s^−1^ ([@bib8; @bib30]); and *d*~tmm~ is the thickness of the sample, excluding Saran film on either side, measured independently of the PVC ring thickness measurements using a micrometer.

Measurement of attenuation {#sec2.7}
--------------------------

For each determination of attenuation, we characterized two KC-TMM samples of different thickness and then employed the equation.$$\alpha_{s}\left( f \right) = \frac{TL_{2} - TL_{1}}{d_{2} - d_{1}} + \alpha_{w}\left( f \right)\text{,}$$where α~s~(*f*) is the intrinsic frequency-dependent amplitude-attenuation coefficient (in dB cm^−1^) in the KC-TMM; *d*~1~ and *d*~2~ are the two measured sample thicknesses; and TL~1~ and TL~2~ are the transmission/insertion losses for each sample, calculated as a log ratio of voltage-magnitude spectra for through-sample transmission, *U*~s~(*f*), and reference/water-path transmission, *U*~w~(*f*):$$TL = -20\times\ \log\left( \frac{U_{s}\left( f \right)}{U_{w}\left( f \right)} \right)$$

For two samples differing only in thickness, these calculations cancel out the transmission losses at the water--Saran--TMM and TMM--Saran--water interfaces.

Results {#sec3}
=======

[Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} lists the mean speed of sound as calculated for each of the Vevo 770 transducers and the low- and high-frequency measurements from the NPL system. Overall, the mean speed of sound from the Vevo 770 system was 1551.7 ± 12.7 m s^−1^, and that from the NPL measurements, 1547.7 ± 3.3 m s^−1^. For the Vevo 770 measurements, the speed of sound was calculated at the central frequency for each transducer, as determined by the manufacturer ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). The NPL measurements having been derived from the phase speed, the speed of sound was determined over a range of frequencies for each transducer. The results for the two systems agree within error bars, and the frequency-dependent dispersion over the frequency range was low, as can be seen in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. When the individual measurements from both systems were combined, the weighted average speed of sound was 1548 ± 6 m s^−1^ (weighted by the number of measurements at individual frequencies from each system). A paired *t*-test using the mean and standard deviations of the speed of sound at four different frequencies, dictated by the central frequency of the Vevo 770 transducers ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}), was used to compare the difference in results between the two measurements systems. The two-tailed *p*-value was 0.30, and therefore, the difference is not considered to be statistically significant.

Attenuation increased as a function of frequency, as illustrated in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. A polynomial function was chosen as a fit to the NPL data as a function of frequency, 0.01024*f*^2^ + 0.3639*f* (*R*^2^ = 0.99). The Vevo 770 measurements were lower than the NPL measurements, with some variation between the transducers at overlapping frequency intervals. A similar characteristic was observed for the attenuation of the IEC agar-based TMM (Sun 2012). A polynomial function was fitted for the data over all of the Vevo 770 transducers: 0.009787*f*^2^ + 0.2671*f*.

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

The measured speed of sound is consistent with the IEC guideline of 1540 m/s ± 1% for a TMM used in a flow Doppler test object. Statistical testing revealed that there was no significant difference between the mean values of the speed of sound measured with the two measurement systems. There is little observed variation across the frequency range; frequency-dependent dispersion is less than 1% over the frequency range 5 to 60 MHz. The theoretical dispersion in sound speed can be calculated from absorption data using the Kramers--Kronig relationship, first described by [@bib18] with the relationship.$$\Delta c = c\left( \omega \right) - c_{0} = \frac{2c_{0}^{2}}{\pi}{\int_{\omega_{0}}^{\omega}\frac{\alpha\left( \omega^{'} \right)}{\omega^{'2}}}d\omega\text{,}$$where ω is the angular frequency; α(ω) is the frequency-dependent absorption coefficient of the material whose attenuation is linearly increasing with frequency (α = *af*^*b*^); and *c*(ω) and *c*~0~ are, respectively, the sound speed or phase velocity at the frequency of interest and the reference frequency, where *c*~0~ \< *c*(ω). Using the NPL data for attenuation, we have α = 0.01024*f*^2^ + 0.3639*f*. For the purposes of this analysis, we will assume linearity, that is, α = 0.3639*f*. Employing this relationship to derive the dispersion over the frequency range 5--60 MHz, using eqn (7), yields a predicted increase in speed of sound of 2.5 m s^−1^. Of course, it is clear from the attenuation results for the KC-TMM that *b* \> 1 (approximately 1.3, using a power law fit to the NPL-derived attenuation). However, as indicated by [@bib26], the predicted dispersion relative to the O\'Donnell model is insensitive to changes in *b* around *b* = 1. These predictions are clearly consistent with the experimental values of speed of sound presented in this study. It is worth noting that the [@bib20] study on the agar-TMM predicted a similarly low level of dispersion in sound speed of 6 m s^−1^ over the wider frequency range of 1 to 60 MHz.

Attenuation was calculated using two independent methods. These values are again similar to those for the IEC agar-based TMM, wherein the slope of attenuation increases with increasing frequency. The difference in attenuation values between the two methods, particularly at higher frequencies, could be due to the alignment of the test sample in the acoustic beam ([@bib35]). The dedicated alignment micropositioning mounts in the NPL system will have reduced the errors in these measurements. The results are in agreement within the uncertainties of the two methods; however, there is a systematic difference. The fundamental difference between the two measurement techniques employed is that the NPL facility uses a piston receiver in through-transmission mode, whereas the Vevo 770 employs a highly focused receiver operating in reflection mode. The difference could be a diffraction artifact, or alternatively, the acoustic pressures generated may be too high such that non-linear losses occur as the waveform propagates through the water.

The difference might also be due to signal-to-noise at higher frequencies, which will tend to suppress the measured attenuation as frequency increases. Noise will effectively boost the signal at a particular frequency, and as the transmitted signal becomes negligible at higher frequencies, the noise will make a bigger contribution to the measured transmission, decreasing the signal-to-noise ratio. Any inherent noise in the system will result in an overestimation of transmission and an underestimation of the derived attenuation. We expect that the signal-to-noise ratio will be poorer for the Vevo 770, which would therefore account for the greater discrepancy in the slope between the two measurement systems, particularly at higher frequencies. Additional measurements and signal averaging could have reduced this discrepancy; however, in practice, measurements on the Vevo 770 were time limited because of other demands on the machine and a need to keep scan time within accepted costs. Future studies will address these issues.

Also, the NPL setup allowed for repeat measurements to be made at the same position on the sample. Sample placement in the Vevo 770 setup was changed between measurements, accounting for the greater range of measured values.

It should be noted that the IEC guidelines are specifically for the frequency range 2 to 10 MHz, and as yet, there are no guidelines for higher frequencies.

An additional uncertainty arises from the measurement of the thickness of the TMM. For the NPL measurements, a micrometer was used to measure thickness at multiple locations around the center of the TMM, and the variation was found to be \< 0.1 mm. This variation could be due to unevenness in the surface of the TMM or to measurement errors resulting from the compressibility of the TMM. For the Vevo 770 measurements, a time-of-flight method was used to determine cell thickness at each measurement location. This method was originally used to describe a tissue sample without a protective membrane and with the assumption that all frequency components have the same amplitude and phase shift. The measured variation was found to be ±0.2 mm and in agreement with caliper measurements. The layer of glycerol solution that provided acoustic coupling to the Saran wrap within the cell will also have affected the calculated thickness, although this is estimated as small compared with the uncertainties in the thickness measurements of the TMM (≪0.1 mm) because of the spreading to all sides of the TMM cell and the loss of some of the solution when sealing the cell with a second layer of Saran wrap. The measure of attenuation for the NPL system required measurements of two thicknesses of the TMM (eqn \[5\]). The combined uncertainty is estimated to be 0.1 mm from the micrometer measurements of the two different thicknesses of the TMM samples, resulting in the uncertainties seen in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. A more accurate measurement of thickness may reduce the discrepancy.

The Saran wrap interfaces on the test cells will also affect the uncertainty in the attenuation values, although corrections have been applied accordingly. The greater variation in the water bath temperature of the Vevo 770 measurements (±1°C vs. ±0.1°C) will also have caused greater variation in the measurements.

Note that in accordance with the original recipe, this TMM does not have any preservative agent and is therefore not suitable for long-term use.

Conclusions {#sec5}
===========

In this study, two independent methods of assessing important acoustic properties were carried out on a TMM that had been employed in a previous study as a mechanically more resilient alternative to the commonly used IEC agar-based TMM, in which the speed of sound and attenuation were reported only at a frequency of 5 MHz. Our aim was to extend these measurements into a higher-frequency range (5 to 60 MHz), and therefore it could now be useful for preclinical ultrasound applications. A stronger TMM will have applications in designing phantoms for preclinical systems, for example, in creating wall-less flow phantoms or complex geometries ([@bib16]).
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![Example konjac--carrageenan tissue-mimicking test cell.](gr1){#fig1}

![Schematic of the Vevo 770 (FUJIFILM VisualSonics, Toronto, ON, Canada) setup. TPX = polymethylpentene.](gr2){#fig2}

![Schematic of the dedicated high-frequency ultrasound facility developed at the National Physical Laboratory (NPL, Teddington, UK).](gr3){#fig3}

![Speed of sound as a function of frequency. NPL = National Physical Laboratory, HF = high frequency, LF = low frequency.](gr4){#fig4}

![Attenuation as a function of frequency for the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) and Vevo 770 measurements. A polynomial curve is fitted to the results of each system (α~npl~ and α~vevo~). HF = high frequency, LF = low frequency.](gr5){#fig5}

###### 

Percentage weight composition of the konjac--carageenan tissue-mimicking material

  Component                   Weight %
  --------------------------- ----------
  De-ionized water            84
  Glycerol                    10
  Silicon carbide 400 grain   0.53
  Aluminum powder (3 μm)      0.96
  Aluminum powder (0.3 μm)    0.89
  Konjac powder               1.5
  Carageenan powder           1.5
  Potassium chloride          0.7

###### 

Characteristics of the Vevo 770[∗](#tbl2fnlowast){ref-type="table-fn"} transducers[†](#tbl2fndagger){ref-type="table-fn"}(3 dB bandwidth data reproduced from Sun2012)

                                  Transducer model                     
  ------------------------------- ------------------ -------- -------- --------
  Measured 3-dB bandwidth (MHz)   12--25             17--31   20--40   27--47
  Focal length (mm)               15                 12.7     6        6

FUJIFILM VisualSonics, Toronto, ON, Canada.

Three-decibel-bandwidth data reprinted from [@bib25].

###### 

Mean speed of sound of the tissue-mimicking material test cells for the different Vevo 770[∗](#tbl3fnlowast){ref-type="table-fn"} transducers and the NPL HF and NPL LF measurements, with the corresponding central frequency or range of frequencies over which the speed of sound was calculated[†](#tbl3fndagger){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Transducer (Central frequency/range)   Speed of sound (m s^−1^)
  -------------------------------------- --------------------------
  710B (25 MHz)                          1556.9 (8)
  707B (30 MHz)                          1552 (8)
  704 (40 MHz)                           1541 (11)
  711 (55 MHz)                           1558 (16)
  NPL LF (5--25 MHz)                     1549.1 (0.5)
  NPL HF (20--60 MHz)                    1546.2 (0.4)

NPL = National Physical Laboratory (NPL, Teddington, UK), HF = high frequency, LF = low frequency.

FUJIFILM VisualSonics, Toronto, ON, Canada.

Standard deviations are given in parentheses. Note that for the Vevo 770 transducers, the speed of sound is calculated at a single (central) frequency and averaged across the measurements made on each cell. For the NPL measurements, the speed of sound was calculated across a range of frequencies with each transducer, from which the average and standard deviation were obtained.
